Application of modificated magnetic nanomaterial for optimization of ultrasound-enhanced removal of Pb2+ ions from aqueous solution under experimental design: Investigation of kinetic and isotherm.
Magnetic γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles modificated by bis(5-bromosalicylidene)-1,3-propandiamine (M-γ-Fe2O3-NPs-BBSPN) and characterized by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). This modified compound as novel adsorbent was applied for the ultrasound-assisted removal of Pb2+ ion in combination with flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (FAAS). The influences of the effective parameters including initial Pb2+ ion concentration, pH, adsorbent mass and ultrasound time were optimized by central composite design (CCD). Maximum removal percentage of Pb2+ ion which obtained at 25mgL-1 of Pb2+, 25mg of adsorbent and 4min mixing with sonication at pH 6.0. The precision of the equation obtained by CCD was confirmed by the analysis of variance and calculation of correlation coefficient relating the predicted and the experimental values of removal percentage of Pb2+ ion. The kinetic and isotherm of ultrasound-assisted removal of Pb2+ ion was well described by second-order kinetic and Langmuir isotherm model with maximum adsorption capacity of 163.57mgg-1.